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Hello, 

My name is Austin Wasserman and I am the Owner & Co-
Founder of AB Athletic Development & WassermanStrength.com 
based out of Nashua, NH.

Since 2008, AB and WassermanStrength has grown from a part-
time passion to a full-time career with a 7,000 square foot facility, 
clients of all ages from around the country and Major Leaguers 
following our instructional information!

My goal is to help educate athletes and coaches on Hip Mobility 
for catchers & exercises to help gain back lost hip internal rota-
tion range of motion in order to minimize the risk of hip/low back 
pain!

Please visit my website for more information on Strength Training 
for Catchers! 

www.WassermanStrength.com
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As a catcher, you spend a ton of time squatting. It's just the nature of the 
position. 

Whether it's with runners on OR nobody on base, you will be squatting in a 
position that neglects Hip Internal Rotation Range of Motion!

A lack of Hip Internal Rotation can cause low back pain (LBP), tight hip ex-
ternal rotators, minimize the activation of your spine stabilizing muscles 
AND will not allow the pelvis to rotate efficiently!

Hip Internal Rotation Range of Motion is lost in almost all catchers be-
cause they squat in this externally rotated position constantly!

So let’s gain back that Internal Rotation Range of Motion!

GAIN BACK HIP 
INTERNAL 
ROTATION 
RANGE OF 
MOTION
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When you pre-screen your catchers, they’ll almost always lift their leg in 
this externally rotated position posted above. 

Have your athletes lift their knee above the waist and see what happens, 
but don’t tell them what you’re looking for. Do you get this pattern?

The big deal is that if an athlete has tight hip flexors or tight external 
rotators, Hip Internal Rotation Range of Motion is limited!

This can be associated with low back pain AND an inefficient rotation 
around the lead leg during throwing. The pelvis cannot fully rotate around 
the lead leg because hip internal rotation is minimal. This causes the 
body to compensate in other ways.

If an athlete consistently squats down in their normal position over and 
over again, without working on internal rotation stretches or movements, 
they're more likely to have hip/low back pain over time.

If an athlete has a structural deficit here, this needs to be recognized and 
dealt with on an individual basis!

WHAT’S THE BIG 
DEAL?
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1. Piriformis Release

2. Band Flossing

3. Elevated Side Lunge

4. Piriformis Stretch Hold on Slant Board

5. Supine Hip Internal Rotation Holds

EXERCISES TO 
HELP HIP 
INTERNAL 
ROTATION 
RANGE OF 
MOTION
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Questions?

I hope you find this information valuable whether you are a 
coach, player or parent! 

Need more? Click on the link below for the full Catcher Specific 
Strength Training Program! It’s great for athletes of all ages!

Within this 85 Page Catcher Strength Training eBook you will find 
the Program Details, Guidelines & Rules, Needs Analysis, Termi-
nology, Workout Sheets and Images & Descriptions of how to per-
form each exercise in each phase!

Online support is available to those who need help modifying or 
substituting exercises. Just email me with any questions or con-
cerns!

Please contact me on Twitter at @Wass_Strength or Email me 
Austin@WassermanStrength.com 

16-Week Catcher Training Program

QUESTIONS
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